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Cybersecurity and the Financial System
Carnegie’s working paper series “Cybersecurity and the Financial System” is designed to be a platform for thought-provoking studies and in-depth research focusing on this increasingly important
nexus. Bridging the gap between the finance policy and cyber policy communities and tracks,
contributors to this paper series include government officials, industry representatives, and other
relevant experts in addition to work produced by Carnegie scholars. In light of the emerging and
nascent nature of this field, these working papers are not expected to offer any silver bullets but to
stimulate the debate, inject fresh (occasionally controversial) ideas, and offer interesting data.
If you are interested in this topic, we also invite you to sign up for Carnegie’s FinCyber newsletter
providing you with a curated regular update on latest developments regarding cybersecurity and the
financial system: CarnegieEndowment.org/subscribe/fincyber.
If you would like to learn more about this paper series and Carnegie’s work in this area, please
contact Tim Maurer, co-director of the Cyber Policy Initiative, at tmaurer@ceip.org.
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Summary
Rapid advances in artificial intelligence (AI) are enabling novel forms of deception. AI algorithms
can produce realistic “deepfake” videos, as well as authentic-looking fake photos and writing. Collectively called synthetic media, these tools have triggered widespread concern about their potential in
spreading political disinformation. Yet the same technology can also facilitate financial harm. Recent
months have seen the first publicly documented cases of deepfakes used for fraud and extortion.
Today the financial threat from synthetic media is low, so the key policy question is how much this
threat will grow over time. Leading industry experts diverge widely in their assessments. Some
believe firms and regulators should act now to head off serious risks. Others believe the threat will
likely remain minor and the financial system should focus on more pressing technology challenges. A
lack of data has stymied the discussion.
In the absence of hard data, a close analysis of potential scenarios can help to better gauge the
problem. In this paper, ten scenarios illustrate how criminals and other bad actors could abuse
synthetic media technology to inflict financial harm on a broad swath of targets. Based on today’s
synthetic media technology and the realities of financial crime, the scenarios explore whether and
how synthetic media could alter the threat landscape.
The analysis yields multiple lessons for policymakers in the financial sector and beyond:
Deepfakes and synthetic media do not pose a serious threat to the stability of the global financial system or national markets in mature, healthy economies. But they could cause varying degrees
of harm to individually targeted people, businesses, and government regulators; emerging markets;
and developed countries experiencing financial crises.
Technically savvy bad actors who favor tailored schemes are more likely to incorporate synthetic media, but many others will continue relying on older, simpler techniques. Synthetic media
are highly realistic, scalable, and customizable. Yet they are also less proven and sometimes more
complicated to produce than “cheapfakes”—traditional forms of deceptive media that do not use AI.
A bad actor’s choice between deepfakes and cheapfakes will depend on the actor’s strategy and
capabilities.
Financial threats from synthetic media appear more diverse than political threats but may in
some ways be easier to combat. Some financial harm scenarios resemble classic political disinformation scenarios that seek to sway mass opinion. Other financial scenarios involve the direct targeting
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of private entities through point-to-point communication. On the other hand, more legal tools exist
to fight financial crime, and societies are more likely to unite behind common standards of truth in
the financial sphere than in the political arena.
These ten scenarios fall into two categories, each presenting different kinds of challenges and
opportunities for policymakers. Six scenarios involve “broadcast” synthetic media, designed for
mass consumption and disseminated widely via public channels. Four scenarios involve “narrowcast”
synthetic media, tailored for small, specific audiences and delivered directly via private channels. The
financial sector should help lead a much-needed public conversation about narrowcast threats.
Organizations facing public relations crises are especially vulnerable to synthetic media.
Broadcast synthetic media will tend to be most powerful when they amplify pre-existing negative
narratives or events. As part of planning for and managing crises of all kinds, organizations should
consider the possibility of synthetic media attacks emerging to amplify the crises. Steps taken in
advance could help mitigate the damage.
Three malicious techniques appear in multiple scenarios and should be prioritized in any
response. Deepfake voice phishing (vishing) uses cloned voices to impersonate trusted individuals
over the phone, exploiting victims’ professional or personal relationships. Fabricated private remarks
are deepfake clips that falsely depict public figures making damaging comments behind the scenes,
challenging victims to refute them. Synthetic social botnets are fake social media accounts made
from AI-generated photographs and text, improving upon the stealth and effectiveness of today’s
social bots.
Effective policy responses will require a range of actions and actors. As in the political arena, no
single stakeholder or solution can fully address synthetic media in the financial system. Successful
efforts will involve changes in technology, organizational practices, and society at large. The financial
sector should consider its role in the broader policymaking process around synthetic media.
Financial institutions and regulators should divide their policy efforts into three complementary tracks: internal action, such as organizational controls and training; industry-wide action, such
as information sharing; and multistakeholder action with key outside entities, including tech platforms, AI researchers, journalists, civil society, and government bodies. Many notional responses
could draw on existing measures for countering financial harm and disinformation.

2

Introduction
The advent of deepfakes and other synthetic, AI-generated media has triggered widespread concern
about their use in spreading disinformation (see box 1). Most attention so far has focused on how
deepfakes could threaten political discourse. Carnegie, for example, has extensively researched how
to protect elections against malicious deepfakes.1 In contrast, there has been relatively little analysis
of how deepfakes might impact the financial system.
Disinformation is hardly new to the financial world. Crimes of deceit, such as fraud, forgery, and
market manipulation, are endemic challenges in every economy. Moreover, bad actors often incorporate new technologies into their schemes. It is therefore worth considering how novel deception tools
like deepfakes could enable financial crimes or other forms of financial harm.
This paper merges two of Carnegie’s research areas. The FinCyber project works to better protect the
financial system against cyber threats and to strengthen its resilience. The Deepfakes project has
sought to develop safeguards against malicious deepfakes and other AI-generated disinformation.
Through both projects, Carnegie has engaged extensively with leading stakeholders from industry,
government, and academia.
In February 2020, Carnegie convened a private roundtable to discuss deepfakes in the financial
sector. More than thirty international experts from the financial sector, tech industry, and regulatory
community participated. This paper is informed by their collective insights, though it does not
attempt to reflect any consensus.
Experts disagree sharply about the magnitude of financial threats posed by deepfakes. There have
been only a handful of documented cases to date, making future trends difficult to judge. Some in
the financial industry rank deepfakes as a top-tier technology challenge, predicting that they will
corrode trust across the financial system and require significant policy changes. Others believe that
deepfakes have been overhyped and that existing systems of trust and authentication can readily
adapt to this new technology.
To advance the debate, this paper (1) identifies specific ways that deepfakes and other synthetic
media could facilitate financial harm, (2) assesses their likely impact, and (3) offers lessons for policymakers. Based on today’s synthetic media technology and the realities of financial crime, plausible
threat scenarios are explored for four likely target groups: individuals, companies, markets, and
regulatory structures. Although no set of scenarios can be comprehensive, this paper attempts to
broadly outline the challenge.
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BOX 1

What Are Deepfakes and Synthetic Media?
Deepfakes are AI-generated media that depict made-up events, sometimes quite realistically.
As a slang term, “deepfake” has no agreed-upon technical definition.2 It most commonly
refers to fabricated video or audio of a person saying or doing something they never said
or did.
Deepfakes are created using an AI method called deep learning. It relies on a complex
computing system called a deep neural network, loosely modeled on biological brains. The
network first ingests training data (samples) of a targeted person’s face or voice and then
applies an algorithm to extract mathematical patterns from the data. Based on these patterns,
the network can generate new, synthetic representations of the target’s face or voice.3
The best-known type of deepfake is a face-swap video, which transposes one person’s facial
movements onto someone else’s features. (The term “deepfake” was coined in 2017 when
internet users began transposing female celebrities’ faces onto other faces in pornographic
videos.4) Another type of deepfake is voice cloning, which copies a person’s unique vocal
patterns in order to digitally recreate and alter their speech.
Face swaps and voice cloning aim to mimic real individuals, but deep learning can also be
used to “imagine” entirely fictitious people or objects.5 Algorithms can generate synthetic
photographs of nonexistent people, animals, and landscapes or create synthetic voices that
belong to no one. AI can also produce synthetic text meant to emulate human-authored text.
All of these fabrications are sometimes loosely labeled as deepfakes, but for clarity, this paper
uses that term only for video or audio representations. Deepfakes are thus a subset of synthetic media, a broad category including all AI-generated video, images, sound, and text.6
Technologies used to create synthetic media have rapidly developed and proliferated in the last
few years. Breakthroughs in machine learning science and in large-scale data collection, processing, storage, and transmission have made synthetic media appear much more realistic. And
user-friendly software and cheap cloud computing now enable any technically savvy person to
generate synthetic media—in some cases, through a free web interface or mobile app.
Despite these advances, however, synthetic media varies in quality. Face-swap videos can be
strikingly lifelike, yet close observation usually reveals a lack of fine detail, fuzzy edges, or
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odd artifacts.7 Algorithms for synthetic photographs and text can produce hyperrealistic
results but also occasional absurdities.
Synthetic media quality generally depends on three factors: employing a strong and welltailored algorithm; ingesting a large, diverse set of training data; and applying sufficient
computing power and processing time. Innovation is occurring in all three areas as developers
create more powerful algorithms that require less training data and computing resources.

Methodology
Deceptive synthetic media could be used to inflict financial harm on a wide range of potential
targets. Obvious targets include financial institutions, such as banks, stock exchanges, clearinghouses, and brokerages—all of which rely on truthful information to conduct transactions—as well
as financial regulators and central banks, which oversee general market conditions and combat harmful misinformation. But companies and individuals outside the financial sector also could become
targets.
This paper therefore assesses ten threat scenarios facing four groups of potential victims in order of
increasing systemic importance: (1) individuals, (2) companies (financial and nonfinancial), (3)
markets (national and global), and (4) financial regulatory structures. Although each scenario is
assigned to a group for the sake of simplicity, some scenarios could eventually impact multiple
groups. For example, Scenario 1 depicts how synthetic media could enable identity theft. Identity
theft harms individuals (people whose identities are stolen) but could also harm companies (for
example, banks that issue fraudulent credit cards to the perpetrator and retailers that unwittingly
process sales charged to those cards). In other words, small-scale harms, if aggregated, could theoretically have higher-order effects; and large-scale harms would inevitably trickle down to individuals.
Bad actors already have many proven, cost-effective techniques at their disposal, including digital
technologies. Thus, this paper compares synthetic media against today’s commonly used technologies
for financial crime and harm. Each scenario outlines an established illicit scheme, imagines how
synthetic media could enhance the scheme, and assesses the threat level and potential harm.
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Directly comparing synthetic media against more commonly used tools helps illuminate the most
concerning scenarios—those that could greatly empower bad actors and require new policy responses. Likewise, it helps identify the least concerning scenarios—those that are no more dangerous
than today’s threats and may not require additional responses.
While largely unrealized at this point, the ten scenarios are all feasible because they involve widely
available synthetic media technologies. In other scenarios, the relevant technologies exist but remain
proprietary or commercially controlled, suggesting a window of opportunity to control their proliferation and restrict future abuse.

Scenario Overview
Narrowcast and Broadcast Synthetic Media
All ten scenarios fall under one of two categories of synthetic media. Scenarios 1–4 involve what
might be called narrowcast synthetic media, which are tailored for small, individual targets (such
as a business’s payroll officer) and delivered directly via private channels (such as a phone call).
Scenarios 5–10 involve broadcast synthetic media, which are designed for mass targets (such as the
investment community) and disseminated widely via public channels (such as social media).
Each category presents different challenges and opportunities for policymakers. For example, broadcast synthetic media tend to spread through content-monitored channels like social media platforms
or news reports, which provide central opportunities for detection, moderation, and fact-checking.
Narrowcast synthetic media, in contrast, may transit through phone lines, SMS, or email, which are
relatively unmonitored spaces. Countermeasures are still possible but would take different forms,
such as antispam and antispoofing technologies that help to authenticate identities and flag or filter
suspicious actors.8
Broadcast synthetic media have already received significant attention from policymakers worried
about political subterfuge and election interference. But narrowcast synthetic media have so far
attracted little notice. The financial sector should seek to remedy this imbalance and foster greater
public awareness of narrowcast threats, given their potential for financial harm in multiple scenarios.

6

Three Key Malicious Techniques
Across all ten scenarios, three malicious techniques appear repeatedly: deepfake voice phishing
(vishing), fabricated private remarks, and synthetic social botnets. Deepfake vishing, a type of
narrowcast threat, uses cloned voices for social engineering phone calls. This technique has innumerable applications, including identity theft, imposter scams, and fraudulent payment schemes. A
well-crafted deepfake vishing operation can exploit the call recipient’s trust in the impersonated
party. Many victims will attribute any flaws in the cloned voice to a faulty line or succumb to emotional manipulation during a high-pressure phone call.
Fabricated private remarks, a type of broadcast threat, are deepfake video or audio clips that falsely
depict a public figure making damaging comments behind the scenes. Again, there are many applications, including stock manipulation, malicious bank runs and flash market crashes, and fabricated
government actions. It is difficult to prove a negative—that purported private remarks never occurred—so victims may need to rely on their reputations to refute false charges, which some will be
unable to do.
Synthetic social botnets, another broadcast threat, are also of primary concern. Fake social media
accounts could be constructed from synthetic photographs and text and operated by AI, potentially
facilitating a range of financial harm against companies, markets, and regulators. Synthetic botnets
would be more effective and harder to expose than the bots existing today. It seems likely that social
bots will incorporate more AI over time, intensifying the technology competition between social
media platforms and bad actors.
Table 1 provides an overview of the ten scenarios, the distinction between narrowcast and broadcast
synthetic media, and role of three key techniques used. Following the overview are detailed assessments of each scenario, organized by the four target groups.
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TABLE 1

Ten Synthetic Media Scenarios for Financial Harm
Target

Scenario

Role of Synthetic Media

1. Identity theft

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to impersonate
a wealthy individual and initiate fraudulent transactions.
Alternatively, it is used to impersonate a corporate
officer and gain access to databases of personal
information, which can enable larger-scale identity theft.

2. Imposter scam

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to impersonate
a trusted government official or family member of the
victim and coerce a fraudulent payment.

3. Cyber extortion

Synthetic pornography of the victim is used for
blackmail.

4. Payment
fraud

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to impersonate
a corporate officer and initiate fraudulent transactions.

5. Stock
manipulation via
fabricated events

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to defame a
corporate leader or falsify a product endorsement, which
can alter investor sentiment.

6. Stock
manipulation
via bots

Synthetic photos and text are used to construct humanlike social media bots that attack or promote a brand,
which can alter investor perception of consumer
sentiment.

7. Malicious
bank run

Synthetic photos and text are used to construct humanlike social media bots that spread false rumors of bank
weakness, which can fuel runs
on cash.

8. Malicious
flash crash

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to fabricate a
market-moving event.

9. Fabricated
government
action

Voice cloning or face-swap video is used to fabricate
an imminent interest rate change, policy shift, or
enforcement action.

10. Regulatory
astroturfing

Synthetic text is used to fabricate comments from the
public on proposed financial regulations, which can
manipulate the rulemaking process.

Individuals

Companies

Markets

Regulatory
Structures

Deepfake
voice phishing

8

Fabricated
private remarks

Synthetic
social botnet

Key Malicious Technique

Narrowcast

Broadcast

Scenarios Targeting Individuals
Scenario 1: Identity Theft
Pre-existing threat. Identity theft is the most common type of consumer complaint received by the
U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC).9 In the typical case, a criminal opens a new credit card
account in the victim’s name.10 This requires the victim’s personal information, which hackers can
acquire in bulk by breaching commercial databases.11 Large-scale cyber breaches have fueled the
growth of sophisticated criminal ecosystems to facilitate identity theft.12 Stolen data caches are
bought and sold as virtual commodities in online black markets.13
Synthetic media scenario. There are at least two ways that deepfakes might enable identity theft.
First, deepfakes could be used in a targeted fashion to steal the identities of individuals. For instance,
a phone call made in a victim’s synthesized voice could trick her executive assistant or financial
adviser into initiating a fraudulent wire transfer.14 Another form of targeted identity theft would be
deepfake audio or video used to create bank accounts under false identities, facilitating money
laundering.15
Second, deepfakes could facilitate identity theft conducted at scale. Criminals could use deepfakes in
social engineering campaigns to gain unauthorized access to large databases of personal information.
For example, an e-commerce company official might receive a deepfake phone call—synthesizing the
voice of a supervisor or IT administrator—asking for his username and password. In this scenario,
deepfakes simply take the place of the initial phishing for these credentials, with the actual identity
theft occurring later.
Assessment. These forms of deepfake vishing (voice phishing) are technically feasible today (see
figure 1). Current technology enables realistic voice cloning, which can be controlled in real time
with keyboard inputs.16 A leading seller of commercial voice synthesis technology claims that its
technology can convincingly clone a person’s voice based on just five minutes of original recorded
speech and has shown passable results with just one minute of sample audio.17 Other algorithms can
generate very crude cloned voices with as little as three seconds of sample audio.18
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FIGURE 1
FIGURE 1

How Deepfake Vishing Works

How Deepfake Vishing Works
STEP 1: INFORMATION GATHERING

A bad actor researches the targeted
organization, identifies a trusted
authority figure, and collects samples
of their voice (for example, from online
videos, voicemail greetings, and/or
covert recordings).

+

=

BAD ACTOR

STEP 2: VOICE CLONING

The bad actor feeds the audio samples
into an AI algorithm that learns to mimic
the trusted authority figure’s voice.

STEP 3: VISHING CALL

The bad actor calls a colleague of the
trusted authority figure using a spoofed
phone number and controls the synthetic
voice with a keyboard.

=

10

STEP 4: FRAUD

The bad actor manipulates the phone
call recipient into releasing sensitive
data or funds.

The requirement for only small amounts of sample audio means that the voices of many people—not
just prominent, frequently recorded individuals—could theoretically be cloned and used for identity
theft or other malicious purposes. Furthermore, as technology continues to advance, the amount of
audio needed for accurate voice cloning is likely to shrink further.
Identity thieves might clone someone’s voice based on a voicemail greeting or a social media clip of
the victim.19 Or they might call the victim under some pretense and surreptitiously record her voice
to synthesize and use in phone calls with others. A malicious insider embedded within a target
organization would be particularly well-positioned to capture someone’s voice and to know exactly
what to say (in that person’s voice) to exploit a relationship of trust.
On the other hand, these scenarios seem more complex and labor-intensive than existing criminal
techniques. Skilled human impersonators can already mimic voices without the use of AI technologies and attempt to mask any flaws by creating a false sense of urgency.20
In addition, today’s large-scale identity theft employs cyber techniques that scale more easily than
deepfakes. For example, in search of sensitive personal data caches, broad-based email phishing
attacks can simultaneously target many employees of a company or even multiple companies. A
deepfake phone call, in comparison, must be carefully planned and personally controlled by the
perpetrator using keyboard inputs. In theory, deepfake phone calls could be automated using socalled interactive voice response software, but integrating these two technologies would be a complex
and novel undertaking.21
With identity theft already occurring at such a high volume and efficiency, deepfakes are unlikely to
fully displace current tools. However, deepfakes could eventually become powerful, supplementary
tools for the most sophisticated financial crimes, particularly those committed by insiders.

Scenario 2: Imposter Scam
Pre-existing threat. Imposter scams are the second most common complaint received by the FTC.
Criminals impersonate “the government, a relative in distress, a well-known business, or a technical
support expert” to pressure the victim into paying money.22 Scammers typically make contact by
phone, using spoofed phone numbers or voice-over-IP (digital calling) services like Skype to disguise
themselves as local callers or even specific people.23 In other cases, hackers take control of someone’s
email and then contact friends and family to perpetrate the scam.24
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After making contact, scammers often manipulate victims by threatening imminent harm unless
money is paid—for example, claiming the victim or a loved one faces criminal charges or suspension of
government benefits. U.S. residents reported $667 million in losses from imposter scams during 2019.25
Synthetic media scenario. Deepfakes could enhance the realism of imposter scams. Scammers might
clone the voice of a specific individual, such as a victim’s relative or a prominent government official
known to many victims. A sophisticated scam operation might involve cloning the voices of all fifty
U.S. state governors, robo-dialing many victims, and automatically simulating the appropriate
governor’s voice based on a victim’s area code.
Alternatively, scammers could use AI technology to synthesize a generic voice rather than clone a specific person.26 Far-away scammers could generate a voice that mimics local accents or that sounds
vaguely similar to a well-known actor or celebrity, thereby creating an air of trustworthiness with
some victims.
Assessment. Deepfakes could be a boon to skilled scammers that conduct extensive online research
to map family relationships and develop convincing vocal impersonations.27 There are already unverified reports from scam victims who believe their family member’s voice was cloned using artificial
intelligence.28 However, these types of scams are labor-intensive and will likely remain less common
than more indiscriminate scams.
Deepfake scams that impersonate government leaders would be easier to produce, given the availability of audio recordings to use as training data. However, this would still mean shifting away from
better-proven scam strategies. Many of today’s scammers claim to be lower-level officials such as law
enforcement officers, whose contact with the victim is plausible and whose identities are not readily
verified. Scam calls that appear to come from a governor, senator, or president would seem strange
and suspicious to some victims. Still, imposter scams do not need to be perfectly cogent. Manipulating the emotions of victims and creating a false sense of urgency help to paper over gaps and inconsistencies, and many scams intentionally target more vulnerable victims, including the elderly and
military families.29

12

Scenario 3: Cyber Extortion
Pre-existing threat. In a cyber extortion scheme, criminals claim to have embarrassing information
about the victim and threaten to release it unless they are paid or given further sensitive material.30
The information is often sexual in nature (for example, purported nude images or videos of the
victim or alleged evidence of the victim’s online pornographic viewing habits).31
In some cases, the blackmail material is real, acquired through hacking. But more often, the scheme
is a bluff and no compromising information exists.32 To make the scheme more personalized and
convincing, cyber extortionists sometimes reference a password or phone number of the victim in
their communications, typically taken from a publicly available data dump.33 In 2019, U.S. residents
reported $107 million in losses from cyber extortion (not including losses from ransomware), according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.34
Synthetic media scenario. Cyber extortionists could use deepfakes to generate more convincing fake
blackmail material. For example, blackmailers might send a victim images or videos of her own face
synthetically stitched into pornography as purported proof of their access to sensitive material.
Just as today’s cyber extortionists harvest data dumps to conduct large-scale email targeting, deepfake extortionists could scrape social media platforms to collect personal images and then automate
the production of synthetic blackmail material. The extortionists could use those same social media
platforms to contact victims and/or release the damaging images.
Assessment. Aspects of this scenario already happen today, though not yet commonly for the purpose of extortion. Since the term “deepfakes” originated in 2017, nonconsensual synthetic pornography has been the most common type of deepfake.35 A 2019 study found that 96 percent of online
deepfakes are pornographic (and presumed nonconsensual).36 Pornographic deepfakes have already
been used for targeted harassment and character assassination, particularly of women, for personal
and political ends.37
Using existing technology, deepfake makers have transformed normal photos (with clothed people)
into realistic nude simulations.38 They have also transposed someone’s face, as captured in still
images, onto another person’s face in pornographic videos. Initially, these deepfakes mainly targeted
celebrities, because mapping facial patterns required numerous video samples of the victim. Today,
technological advances enable the production of full-motion deepfakes based on a single photo of the
victim, whose facial movements are made to mimic those of the person in the original video.39 This
means that synthetic pornography could be automated and produced on a mass scale using only one
publicly available social media image per victim.
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It is easy to imagine how these kinds of deepfakes could facilitate large-scale cyber extortion for
profit. While some victims would recognize the blackmail material as fictitious and refuse to pay,
other victims may believe the images or feel enough uncertainty to comply with the criminal’s
demands. Victims might also choose to pay if they fear that others—family members, friends, or
coworkers—could believe the images are real.40 In April 2020, local authorities in India said they
had received reports of deepfake cyber extortion.41
Nevertheless, conventional methods of cyber extortion appear to be profitable and require little
technical skill, so a major shift to using deepfakes is unlikely.42 A deepfake would be much more
technically challenging—requiring software that efficiently integrates photo scraping, deepfake
production, and victim contact. But it would likely be more effective on a per-victim basis.

Scenarios Targeting Companies
Scenario 4: Payment Fraud
Pre-existing threat. “Business email compromise” is an umbrella term for various schemes to trick
firms into initiating fraudulent payments. Criminals often hack or spoof an email account of a chief
executive officer (CEO) and then contact a financial officer to request an urgent wire transfer or gift
card purchase.43 Criminals may also masquerade as trusted suppliers (using false invoices) or employees (diverting direct deposits).44 Complex cases involve weeks or even months of priming victims
through phone calls and emails.45
In 2019, U.S. businesses reported more than $1.7 billion in losses from this type of fraud—nearly half
of the reported total loss from all cyber crimes, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.46
Synthetic media scenario. Deepfakes could make phone calls used in business email compromise
schemes sound more authentic. In fact, a convincing deepfake vishing call could eliminate the need
for email hacking or spoofing in some cases. Unwitting recipients might find deepfake video calls
even more compelling than audio calls.47
Assessment. The use of deepfakes to commit fraud has already been documented on a small scale.
Last year, criminals apparently used voice cloning technology to impersonate a German CEO and
successfully trick his British subordinate into sending a $243,000 wire transfer.48 The subordinate
“recognized his boss’ slight German accent and the melody of his voice on the phone.” Commercial
software was likely used in the crime, according to the victim’s insurance company.
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A more ambitious scheme could incorporate deepfakes into live video calls, adding another layer of
persuasion. Current technology could enable a criminal to swap one face with another on the fly
during a video call.49 And because video calls often have poor image quality, flaws in the deepfake
might go unnoticed or overlooked.

Scenario 5: Stock Manipulation via Fabricated Events
Pre-existing threat. The internet provides multiple ways for disinformation campaigns to manipulate
stock prices.50 Anonymous bad actors frequently spread false or misleading claims about a targeted
stock via blogs, forums, social media, bot networks, or spam.51 These campaigns seek to either
artificially increase the stock’s price (a “pump and dump” scheme) or lower it (a “short and distort” or
“poop and scoop” scheme) for quick profit.52 Small companies have been the most common targets
as small-cap stocks can be more easily manipulated. However, large companies have sometimes been
victims of sophisticated disinformation campaigns, which may have political as well as financial
motives.53
Synthetic media scenario. Deepfakes could lower a company’s stock price by generating seemingly
credible false narratives, perhaps by fabricating the private remarks of a corporate leader. For example, a bad actor could release a deepfake video that portrays a targeted CEO supposedly acknowledging her company’s insolvency, committing or confessing to misconduct, or making highly offensive
comments (see figure 2).54
Alternatively, deepfakes could be designed to raise a company’s stock price by fabricating positive
events. For example, a bad actor could use deepfake videos to falsely portray celebrities or politicians
endorsing or using a product.
Assessment. A well-crafted deepfake shared through social media or spam networks could be effective in manipulating small-cap stocks. Smaller companies often lack sufficient resources and goodwill
to mount a rapid, persuasive self-defense against short and distort schemes.55 Even if a deepfake is
quickly debunked, perpetrators could still profit from short-term trades.
Deepfakes might also represent a new vulnerability for large companies, whose stock prices are
traditionally more resistant to manipulation. Highly visible corporate leaders generate large volumes
of media interviews, earnings calls, and other publicly available recordings. These would enable bad
actors to produce relatively accurate deepfakes.
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FIGURE 2
FIGURE 2

How Deepfake Fabrication of Private Remarks Works

How Deepfake Fabrication of Private Remarks Works

STEP 1: INFORMATION GATHERING

A bad actor collects samples of
a CEO’s face and voice from
interviews, speeches, or
earnings calls.

+

=

STEP 2: FACE AND VOICE CLONING

The bad actor feeds the samples
into an AI algorithm, teaching it to
mimic the CEO’s face and voice.

BAD ACTOR

STEP 3: VIDEO PRODUCTION AND
DISSEMINATION

The bad actor releases a deepfake
video of the CEO making fictitious,
damaging remarks in private. It
spreads through social and
traditional media.

STOCK PRICE

!@&#

STEP 4: FINANCIAL HARM AND
RESPONSE

The CEO launches a public relations
campaign to debunk the video,
perhaps relying on their reputation.
The bad actor profits from short sales.
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An especially damaging scenario would involve the fabrication of private remarks—for example, a
synthesized recording of a CEO purportedly using sexist language.56 Definitively proving that a
private conversation never took place might be impossible; instead, the CEO may need to rely on his
reputation to manage the fallout. Highly trusted CEOs would be well-positioned to rebuff a false
recording. But a CEO with prior credibility problems would face a much more challenging situation.57 Truth could also begin mixing with fiction, further influencing the market—for example, a
deepfake recording of sexist remarks could inspire real women to come forward with sincere cases of
discrimination.
Even if such a deepfake could be authoritatively disproven, it would likely still have long-term consequences for a company’s reputation. As with other forms of misinformation, deepfakes can leave
lasting psychological impressions on some viewers even after being debunked.58 Experiments have
shown a substantial minority of people will believe a deepfake is real despite explicit warnings that it
is fake.59 Long-term loss of goodwill could reduce revenue and stock price over time, especially for
consumer-facing companies.

Scenario 6: Stock Manipulation via Bots
Pre-existing threat. In the previous scenario, stock prices are manipulated using portrayals of fictitious remarks or events that influence investor or consumer attitudes. But stock prices can also be
manipulated through generating false pictures of mass sentiment—for example, by manufacturing
evidence of a grassroots backlash against a brand on social media.
Social media bots are already used for this purpose. Bad actors craft large numbers of fake personas
on a platform and then coordinate mass postings that promote or denigrate specific companies.60
Spikes in such bot activity have been tied to small, temporary changes in targeted stock prices.61
Of course, much of this activity violates social media platforms’ policies against spam or false personas. And platforms can look for characteristic hallmarks to identify and remove illicit bots. Possible
red flags include the recent creation of numerous similarly focused accounts, stolen or stock profile
photos, inexplicably frequent posting, and inconsistent personality traits or biographical data.62 Platforms also use machine learning to identify subtler behavioral patterns and detect spam bots at scale.63
Still, illicit social media bots remain endemic for several reasons. First, not all automated social
media accounts actually violate platform policies. Distinguishing harmful bots from others is as
much art as it is science.64 Second, malicious bot behavior occurs on a vast scale and is constantly
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evolving. Third, algorithmic techniques for identifying bots remain imperfect. They may misidentify
bots as human (allowing them to escape removal) or misidentify humans as bots (inhibiting platforms from using such algorithms aggressively).65 Fourth, large-scale account purges can frighten
investors (who want to see strong user growth) or alienate prominent users (who want to retain a
high follower count).66 In short, identifying and removing illicit bots is already a difficult and fraught
task, even when platforms have access to sophisticated AI algorithms and bad actors do not.
Synthetic media scenario. Although no cases have yet been publicly documented, deep learning
could theoretically be used to create AI-driven synthetic social botnets that better evade detection
and improve persuasion. The end goal would remain the same: depicting false trends in sentiment
about a company, thereby driving stock prices higher or lower. A bad actor could seek to concoct a
wholly false shift in sentiment, or more likely, amplify an emergent trend.
Bad actors have already begun using AI-generated profile photos that depict people who do not exist,
thwarting efforts to spot picture reuse.67 A few sophisticated influence campaigns, carried out by
unscrupulous media companies and suspected intelligence operatives, have employed this technique.68 The next step would be for algorithms to author synthetic posts (see figure 3).
Whereas traditional bots make duplicative or crudely randomized posts, synthetic social bots could
publish novel, individualized content.69 Conscious of their prior postings, they could maintain
consistent personalities, writing styles, subject matter interests, and biographies over time. The most
convincing synthetic bots would earn organic human followings, increasing the impact of their
messages and making them harder to detect. Traditional bots often follow each other to create the
appearance of influence, which leads to telltale clustering patterns.70
Synthetic social bots could operate with minimal supervision for months or even years to build
credibility and clout. When called upon by the bad actor that created them, each bot in the hidden
network could then start posting about a targeted company. Each bot would use unique language
and storytelling, consistent with its persona. The overall campaign could appear to represent grassroots consumer sentiment and thus influence stock price. For example, the bots might all claim to
have contracted food-borne illnesses at the same fast food chain, or they might feign shared outrage
at a company’s recent advertising campaign.71
The social media profile and post shown in figure 4 are just mock-ups created for this paper, but their
individual components were generated with artificial intelligence to demonstrate what is already
possible. The profile photo,72 banner photo,73 bio text, and post text74 were all synthesized using
publicly available, web-based AI tools.75 The profile name was chosen by a random generator.76
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FIGURE 3
FIGURE 3

How Synthetic Social Botnets Could Work

How Synthetic Social Botnets Could Work

STEP 1: SOCIAL BOT SYNTHESIS

A bad actor creates fake social
media accounts using synthetic,
AI-generated photos and bios of
people who do not exist.

BAD ACTOR

STEP 2: BOT CREDIBILITY AND
NETWORK BUILDING

Based on algorithms, the bots selfoperate for months or years, posting
individualized content and earning
followers. None of the bots are overtly
connected to each other.

STEP 3: INFORMATION CAMPAIGN

On command, all the bots begin
denigrating a targeted company with
AI-generated posts. The posts have
common themes but are unique and
aligned with each bot’s persona.

STEP 4: MARKET MANIPULATION
STOCK PRICE

Investors analyzing trends in social
sentiment perceive a drop in brand
value and sell the company’s stock.
The bad actor profits from short sales.
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FIGURE 4

Demonstration of a Synthetic Social Bot

Assessment. Tools currently exist to help detect AI-generated photographs and text, the basic building blocks of synthetic social bots.77 Moreover, social media platforms can often detect bots based on
their behavior and interrelationships, not just their individually posted content.78 However, bot
detection remains imperfect, even with today’s relatively crude bots. No platform has successfully
eliminated illicit bots, and platforms must continuously innovate to keep up with evolutions in bot
technology.79 Synthetic social bots would represent another leap forward by bad actors, challenging
platforms to advance the science and art of bot detection. Tools for abuse and detection will likely
continue to co-evolve, and who has the overall advantage could shift repeatedly over time.
For stock manipulators, synthetic social bots could exploit investors’ desire to analyze social media
activity for trends in consumer sentiment. An increasing number of fintech companies market “social
sentiment” tools that analyze what social media users say about companies.80 In some cases, social
sentiment data have been integrated with automated trading algorithms—empowering computers to
execute trades, without human intervention, based on apparent trends in social media activity.81
More widespread use of social sentiment analysis and its greater integration with automated trading
algorithms could enhance the power of synthetic social bots to manipulate stock prices.82
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Scenario 7: Malicious Bank Run
Pre-existing threat. Individual banks in several countries have experienced runs that were partly
driven by social media rumors of financial weakness.83 Social media itself is not a principal cause of
bank runs; online rumors about bank weakness are usually responses to genuine problems in the
banking sector, though the rumors sometimes outpace reality.84 Social media, alongside traditional
media and word of mouth, provides a venue for such rumors to circulate. When public doubts about
a bank’s health start to become widespread, social media can rapidly amplify them.
The sources of bank rumors, and their ultimate basis in fact, can be difficult to determine. In 2014,
the Bulgarian government blamed unspecified parties for coordinating a “criminal attack” on the
reputation of several banks that had suffered runs. The episode involved text messages, internet posts,
and media leaks—some factual, others contested.85 Incidents like this, whether malicious or not,
suggest a template that bad actors might follow in the future.
Synthetic media scenario. A synthetic social botnet, described in the previous scenario, could be used
to foment or intensify rumors that drive bank runs. Alternatively, a deepfake video released on social
media could depict a bank executive or government official describing severe liquidity problems. Any
successful deepfake-driven bank run would likely occur during times of trouble in a country’s
financial system.
Assessment. While a synthetic social botnet might be more effective in fomenting bank fears than a
traditional social botnet, bad actors might avoid botnets and synthetic media altogether. One of the
most enduring and effective forms of online deception is also one of the simplest: pairing real images
and videos with false or misleading captions.86 For example, bad actors might spread years-old photos
of long lines at another bank in a different country and claim that they represent current local activity.

Scenarios Targeting Financial Markets
Scenario 8: Malicious Flash Crash
Pre-existing threat. On April 23, 2013, a state-sponsored hacking group called the Syrian Electronic
Army hijacked the Twitter account of the Associated Press and then tweeted, “Breaking: Two Explosions in the White House and Barack Obama is injured.” This false claim triggered an instant deluge
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FIGURE 5

The Syrian Electronic Army’s Malicious Flash Crash

of trading, which E-Trade called “the most active two minutes in stock market history.”87 Automated
trading algorithms drove much of the volume.
In just three minutes, the S&P 500 index lost $136 billion in value, and crude oil prices and Treasury bond yields also fell.88 But the shock ended as quickly as it began. Markets fully recovered after
another three minutes (see figure 5).89
Synthetic media scenario. Politically or financially motivated actors could attempt something similar
using deepfakes. For example, a synthetic recording of Saudi and Russian oil ministers haggling over
production quotas could be released online in a bid to influence oil prices and the wider stock market.
Some clips could be quickly debunked—for instance, if the depicted person is widely trusted and issued
a prompt denial, ideally backed by hard evidence. But leaders who already face trust deficits could find
it harder to quash suspicions caused by a deepfake, potentially allowing market impacts to linger.
For example, imagine that during the height of U.S. President Donald Trump’s impeachment trial,
someone had “leaked” an authentic-sounding, synthetic audio clip of the key phone call between
Trump and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. The recording would have closely mirrored
the published transcript, except that several new passages would have been inserted to convey a
damning quid pro quo. Such a deepfake might have spread for hours or days until being fully disproven. Meanwhile, financial markets would respond to the heightened political uncertainty.
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Assessment. A persuasive deepfake could have a more lasting effect than the simple Twitter hijacking
perpetrated by the Syrian Electronic Army. Deepfake videos in particular benefit from the “picture
superiority effect,” a psychological bias toward believing and remembering visual images more than
other types of data.90 Deepfakes can also aim to spread disinformation organically through social
and traditional media, obviating the need to hack an influential news account to publicize the false
claim. However, creating an effective deepfake of this kind would require great political sophistication as well as technical skill. It would not be easy to craft a fake scene capable of fooling informed
observers and moving entire markets.
It is worth noting that the Syrian Electronic Army’s Twitter hijack was the high watermark of modern, market-moving disinformation—and in the seven years since, the United States has suffered no
other similar event. High-frequency trading, which fueled the crash, has declined in overall volume.91 Meanwhile, savvy traders and other market watchers have become more wary of breaking
news claims.92 Still, another flash crash remains possible.93 Even a short-lived crash could enable bad
actors to profit from well-timed trades and inflict lasting psychological impacts.

Scenarios Targeting Central Banks and Financial Regulators
Scenario 9: Fabricated Government Action
Pre-existing threat. Central banks and financial regulators around the world have battled rumors—
many circulating online—about imminent market-moving actions.94 In 2019, the central banks of
India and Myanmar each sought to quash social media rumors that authorities would soon close
certain commercial banks.95 In 2010, false claims spread online that China’s central bank governor
had defected, briefly spooking short-term lending markets.96 In 2000, U.S. stocks slid for several
hours amid false rumors that the Federal Reserve chair had suffered a car accident.97
Synthetic media scenario. Deepfakes could be used to concoct recordings of central bankers privately
discussing future interest rate changes, liquidity problems, or enforcement actions. For example, a
“leaked” audio clip of a fabricated central bank meeting could depict officials fretting over inflation
and making plans to increase interest rates.
Deepfakes might also target central bankers or financial regulators as individuals, perhaps for political purposes. A regulator could be shown accepting a bribe from a business leader to drop a corruption investigation, for example.
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Assessment. These deepfakes would likely have a greater impact in countries where financial oversight
mechanisms are already less trusted. Trust is critical for effectively debunking a deepfake, especially
when the victim must prove a negative—that a purported private conversation never happened. In
times of financial crisis, deepfakes could exploit and amplify pre-existing economic fears.
Even in major, stable economies, central banks and financial authorities are often criticized for
unclear, obtuse, or slow public communication.98 A botched governmental response to a deepfake
would lengthen the time window during which bad actors can sow chaos and profit from short-term
trades.99

Scenario 10: Regulatory Astroturfing
Pre-existing threat. Regulators, including those overseeing the financial industry, must increasingly
deal with digital astroturfing—covert attempts to manipulate policymaking by creating the false
appearance of grassroots support for certain positions. The U.S. Securities Exchange Commission
and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau have both experienced large-scale abuse of online systems for submitting public comments on proposed regulations.
In several cases, lobbyists and activists have submitted huge volumes of comments in the names of
unwitting, fictitious, or deceased people.100 Many comments are sent on behalf of compromised or
phony email accounts.101 Some comments are carbon copies, while others are partially randomized
using computer software in a bit to appear unique.102
Synthetic media scenario. AI-generated content could make digital astroturfing appear more authentic. Algorithms that generate synthetic text can produce any amount of writing on any topic.103
Astroturfers could use this technique to create thousands or millions of fake comments that oppose
or support a specific financial regulation. The comments would vary in content and language, avoiding crude copy-and-paste or dictionary-randomizing techniques that have exposed traditional false
campaigns.
The letter shown in figure 6 is only an illustration for this paper, but it was generated using artificial
intelligence to demonstrate what is already possible. The bolded portion of the letter was a humanwritten prompt. The remainder was written by a publicly available, web-based AI text generator in
response to the prompt.104 The result is highly realistic, except for one obvious flaw: the mayor of
Charlotte, North Carolina, is not named Mary Ellen Kane.
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FIGURE 6

Demonstration of Synthetic Astroturfing

Assessment. Today’s AI-generated text varies in quality and apparent authenticity.105 It can be
incoherent or uncanny. Synthesized text can be greatly enhanced by tailoring the algorithm to write
in specific genres and styles. For example, an astroturfer might feed large amounts of prior regulatory
comments (which are publicly available) into the deep learning algorithm, helping its output mimic
the style and substance of authentic submissions.
A Harvard University student successfully tested this approach in 2019. Using previous regulatory
comments as training data, he synthesized 1,001 comments on a real proposed rule.106 The AI-generated comments were of high quality and expressed a diverse set of arguments. Humans asked to
review both the synthetic and real comments were unable to distinguish between them. Notably, the
research cost less than $100 and was performed by a college senior and self-described “novice coder”
using an “an older, everyday model HP laptop.”107
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However, tools do exist to help distinguish AI-generated text from human-written text.108 Human
writings tend to include creative and unexpected word choices, whereas synthetic text follows more
predictable statistical patterns and algorithms can be trained to spot the difference. Longer bodies of
text, like regulatory submissions, might allow these detection algorithms to make more confident
judgments. Even so, detection algorithms are not foolproof and a dedicated adversary would seek to
counter them.109 For example, synthetic text generators could be designed to produce more irregular,
human-like output.
Moreover, synthetic text detection tools will only work if they are implemented effectively. It is
therefore worrying that U.S. agencies have not yet implemented much more basic forms of comment
authentication. A 2019 U.S. Senate report found that none of the fourteen agencies it surveyed used
CAPTCHAs, or indeed any technology, to verify that public commenters are real people.110 In the
Harvard experiment, all 1,001 synthetic comments were successfully submitted to the agency. The
AI-generated comments, before being voluntarily withdrawn, made up a majority of the 1,810
comments the agency had received.111
The bottom-line impact of digital astroturfing, whether AI-generated or otherwise, is debatable. In
practice, agencies give much more weight to comments from well-known businesses and organizations than to those from average individuals.112 Still, digital astroturfing is a growing regulatory
problem that saps public confidence in the rulemaking process and could have legal or political
consequences.113 Synthetic media appears to be a powerful new method for digital astrourfing.

Policy Implications
Overall Threat to Financial Stability and the Macroeconomy
None of the scenarios depict a serious threat to the stability of the global financial system or national
markets in mature, healthy economies. Major markets seem generally resilient to disinformation
campaigns, regardless of the technique used. Prior to the invention of deepfakes, misinformation
sometimes had market-wide effects—but instances have been rare in recent decades, and they resulted in only limited, short-term swings. To threaten market stability, synthetic media would need
to be orders of magnitude more powerful than traditional disinformation tools. There is no reason
yet to expect that.
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More likely, synthetic media will inflict financial harm on targeted individuals and businesses. This
harm could be significant from the victim’s perspective—as is the case with existing forms of fraud,
extortion, and stock manipulation. But the aggregate financial harm from all synthetic media
schemes is very unlikely to have a macroeconomic impact. Financial wrongdoing is already a constant, even in advanced economies. To have macroeconomic consequences, the aggregate harm from
synthetic media abuse would need to surpass most other forms of illicit activity—which almost
certainly will not happen.
However, emerging markets face greater threats from synthetic media. Countries with shakier
economies and less-trusted institutions already struggle more with financial disinformation; synthetic
media could exacerbate this problem. Developed countries experiencing financial crises could also be
more vulnerable. For example, Scenario 7 explores how synthetic media could contribute to bank
runs. If a banking system is already suspect, deepfakes could play upon widespread fears by falsely
“revealing” liquidity shortfalls at ailing banks. Debunking the deepfake would be harder where
bankers and government regulators lack public credibility.

Synthetic Media Versus Other Malicious Tools
Deepfakes and synthetic media may be powerful, but they are also less proven and more technically
complex than some other criminal techniques. The extent of synthetic media abuse will depend
largely on its cost-effectiveness; bad actors will weigh the required inputs (generating and using
synthetic media) with the resulting outputs (monetary gains) and then compare this equation against
other illicit methods. Criminals gravitate toward the most profitable tools, and even state actors are
cost-conscious. The ultimate question for many bad actors will be how deepfakes size up against
“cheapfakes” or traditional forms of media manipulation.
Cheapfakes have proven highly effective, including in the financial sphere, and show no signs of
obsolescence (see box 2). Each of this paper’s ten synthetic media scenarios is paired with a description of how bad actors already carry out financial deception using pre-AI technologies. In some cases,
pre-existing tools are very profitable—as with identity theft (Scenario 1), which occurs on an industrial scale. The continued prevalence of manipulated media and other relatively simple tricks indicates that technical wizardry is neither necessary nor sufficient for deception. Even as AI technology
advances, many bad actors will find manipulated media to be more cost-effective and simpler to
produce.
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BOX 2

What Are Cheapfakes and Manipulated Media?
Cheapfakes (or shallowfakes) are traditional forms of deceptive media that do not rely on AI.
The term is a retronym, coined to differentiate deepfakes and synthetic media from everything that came before. It serves as an implicit reminder that bad actors have long manipulated video, doctored photographs, distorted sound, and forged documents. These activities
predate the AI era and indeed the digital age. “Cheapfake,” like “deepfake,” is ill-defined
slang. This paper uses manipulated media to describe the broad category of all nonsynthetic
(non-AI generated) deceptive media.
Manipulated media remains far more widespread than synthetic media. Common media
manipulation techniques include mislabeling a real video or image, isolating a short clip from
its surrounding context, chopping and resplicing recordings into a new sequence, speeding up
or slowing down a clip, and altering individual images or frames.114 Many techniques are
low-tech or no-tech, such as paper document forgery, human voice impersonation, and faux
film footage of props or body doubles.115

Still, synthetic media has important advantages. First, it can be highly realistic—in some cases,
uniquely so. Without deepfake technology, producing a face-swap video would require Hollywoodlevel postproduction capabilities. Second, it can scale. For example, algorithms can produce infinite
numbers of synthetic photos on demand, which no human could do. Third, it can be custom-tailored. Synthetic text generators can quickly learn new genres or writing styles, whereas humans
might need years of experience to do so. Synthetic media will sometimes be the stronger, more
cost-effective option.
A bad actor’s choice between synthetic and manipulated media will depend on both his strategy and
his capabilities. Some financial schemes, by their nature, make one option more practical than
another. For example, indiscriminate “grandparent scams” target thousands of senior citizens with
bogus calls from a purported grandchild who needs fast cash.116 This style of scam often rewards
quantity over quality; many fraudsters improvise during calls instead of doing prior research on the
victim. Deepfakes would be neither feasible nor profitable for such scattershot scams. However, more
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sophisticated versions of this crime also exist. Some imposter scammers perform substantial research
to tailor their scheme in the hopes of coercing larger payoffs from each victim. Deepfakes would
support this and other relatively complex criminal strategies.
In some cases, the bad actor’s skillset will be a determining factor. For instance, a criminal with
strong language and social skills might opt to use traditional vishing techniques to defraud a business
over the phone. But a less charismatic, more technically oriented criminal could prefer to use a
cloned voice rather than his own. In essence, this would mean outsourcing key aspects of the impersonation to a computer—gaining the benefit of a skilled, customizable impersonator without having
to pay wages or divide up the illicit gains.

Amplification of Existing Narratives and Crises
Broadcast synthetic media will tend to be most powerful when it amplifies pre-existing narratives.
For example, Scenario 6 envisions a synthetic social botnet that falsely simulates grassroots consumer
backlash against a targeted brand, lowering its stock price. If a genuine consumer backlash against a
targeted brand is already underway, synthetic social botnets could magnify its apparent extent while
blending in with authentic social media activity. And the disinformation campaigns would be harder
to combat because of the company’s diminished credibility and reduced corporate bandwidth.
Companies, financial institutions, and government regulators facing public relations crises are
especially vulnerable to deepfakes and synthetic media. As part of planning for and managing crises
of all kinds, organizations should consider the possibility of synthetic media attacks emerging to
amplify the crisis. Steps taken in advance—for example, building trust with key audiences and curating evidence to counter potential false narratives—could help mitigate the damage.

Comparison With Political Deepfakes
The extensive commentary on political deepfakes has helped shape perceptions of deepfakes and
synthetic media more generally. First, with election integrity framed as the central issue, deepfakes
are typically imagined as targeting mass opinion and spreading through social and traditional media.
Second, legal responses to deepfakes are not viewed as promising—partly because there are legal
protections for political speech and because legal processes move more slowly than election cycles.117
Third, deepfakes in the political context trigger serious philosophical dilemmas. How can we distin-
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guish legitimate satire and activism from illegitimate deception? Who should be allowed to draw and
enforce these lines? Can political actors overcome distrust to agree on common standards of
discourse?118
The analysis of financial deepfakes in this paper complicates this prevailing picture of deepfakes and
synthetic media. As in the political arena, financial deepfakes will sometimes manipulate the public
at large—but multiple scenarios involve the targeting of private entities through direct, point-topoint communication. Almost all these scenarios are blatantly illegal, creating opportunities for
criminal, civil, and administrative action. Legal responses would still face challenges, such as identifying and pursuing shadowy, far-away perpetrators. But there might be some hope of recouping
ill-gotten gains—in contrast to elections, which are rarely overturned. Finally, societies should be
able to find common ground on combatting the abuse of synthetic media for financial crime and
harm. For example, social media platforms are unlikely to face calls of censorship for banning
deepfakes that falsify celebrity endorsements of commercial products.
Where there are similarities between political and financial threats from synthetic media, a common
set of policy responses can perform double duty. Where there are differences, the financial sector
should ensure that tech platforms, governments, and others involved in countering synthetic media
do not overlook or neglect financial scenarios. Meanwhile, policymakers in both areas should learn
from each other’s successes and failures. The financial system can move faster in some areas (for
example, law enforcement) while the political system leads in others (for example, public education).

A Diverse, Multistakeholder Response
The ten scenarios share a common general sequence of events. Each scenario begins with bad actors
producing synthetic media. Next they disseminate the media to a target audience. Someone then
views that media and responds—for example, by believing and acting upon a deepfake. Finally, an
indirect victim affected by the synthetic media may also seek to respond—for example, the person
depicted in a deepfake seeks to refute the narrative.
Although detailed policy prescriptions are outside the scope of this paper, this sequence of events
could provide a basic framework for organizing policy responses. Each event engages different
stakeholders and therefore offers distinct opportunities for policy responses (see table 2 for a simple
overview). Of course, specific interventions each have costs and limitations as well as potential
benefits. Many of these interventions are already being explored or could draw on existing measures
for countering financial harm and disinformation.
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TABLE 2

Notional Policy Interventions and Stakeholders
Events

1.
2.
Synthetic media
Synthetic media
production		
dissemination

3.
Viewer response

4.
Victim response

Notional
interventions

• AI research and
development
controls/ethics

• Public education

• Prior trust building

• Content moderation

• Organizational
controls/training

• Prior mitigation and
recovery planning

• Identity
authentication

• Financial institution
controls/training

• Curation of evidence
to counter false
narrative

• AI dissemination
controls/ethics

• Synthetic media
detection

• Antispoofing

• Public relations
campaign

• Antispam
• Bot policy
enforcement
• Fact checking
• Information and
intelligence sharing
• Legal action
Policy
stakeholders

• AI researchers
• AI developers
• AI technology
investors

• Social media
platforms
• Traditional media
outlets

• General public

• Businesses

• Businesses

• Financial institutions

• Financial institutions • Central banks and
financial regulators
• Governments
• Phone/voice-over-IP
• Journalists
• Civil society
providers
• Video call services
• Email providers
• Intelligence agencies
• Law enforcement
and financial
regulators

This analysis confirms the results of Carnegie’s earlier research on synthetic media and election
integrity, which found that no single solution or stakeholder can fully address the challenge.119
Successful efforts will require new technologies, organizational practices, and societal changes. The
financial sector, then, should consider its place in a broader ecosystem of synthetic media policy.
Again, this paper does not offer a detailed policy road map. But generally, financial institutions and
regulators should divide their efforts into three complementary tracks:
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1. Internal action, such as training and controls (for example, reevaluating methods of customer
authentication that rely on voice or face)
2. Industry-wide action, such as information sharing (for example, expanding cyber intelligence
sharing mechanisms to encompass synthetic media schemes)
3. Multistakeholder action with key outside entities (for example, tech platforms, AI researchers,
journalists, civil society, and government bodies
Whether through formal partnerships or informal dialogues, the financial sector should look for
ways to voice its unique concerns to other relevant stakeholders, stay informed about outside activities, and facilitate collaboration. For example, social media platforms are still debating the best
policies for moderating synthetic media content; the platforms should therefore be fully apprised of
the scenarios and malicious techniques most concerning to financial institutions.120

Conclusion
The scenarios explored in this paper suggest several policy lessons. Synthetic media is unlikely to
threaten global financial stability or the macroeconomy—but individual people, companies, and
government institutions are vulnerable, as are emerging economies and financial systems under
stress. Synthetic media joins a long list of malicious tools; sophisticated bad actors are more likely to
incorporate synthetic media, while others may continue relying on older techniques. Financial threats
from synthetic media are both similar to and different from political threats, offering lessons for
stakeholders in both realms.
Policymakers concerned about deepfakes and synthetic media face significant uncertainty. On the
one hand, this technology presents obvious concerns. Synthetic media can be more realistic, scalable,
and custom-tailored than traditional forms of deception. Financial criminals and other bad actors
have historically sought out advanced technology, and they will doubtless explore the use of synthetic
media. In fact, as noted earlier, aspects of a few scenarios have already been documented in the last
few months. If the financial system does not act now, it could lose valuable time in the innovation
race against bad actors. It could be years before technical investments, public-private partnerships,
and other policy efforts come to fruition.
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On the other hand, it may be difficult to justify devoting scarce resources to a largely theoretical
problem. Synthetic media use has not yet facilitated widespread financial harm; none of the scenarios
in this paper have manifested at scale. From a policymaker’s perspective, synthetic media is just one
of many technology-based risks to the financial system. Most financial institutions and other organizations have a long list of unmet technology needs. Some of this “technical debt”—such as insecure
computer networks—can be tied to ongoing, measurable financial losses, including from conventional criminal schemes, whereas most harm from deepfakes remains speculative.121
This is a classic risk management dilemma. In an ideal world, policy interventions are grounded in
reliable risk modeling and return-on-investment estimates. But with emerging technologies like
synthetic media, sufficient data do not yet exist and will likely come too late. To deal with this
dilemma, financial stakeholders should take an incremental approach: making modest interventions
at first, while continuing to monitor how the problem evolves over time.
The analysis in this paper can help guide decisionmaking around these initial interventions. In the
absence of hard data on synthetic media abuse, this paper bounds the risk management problem
through realistic scenarios—rooted in how bad actors already use technology and what would be
feasible with today’s synthetic media tools. Given scarce resources, financial institutions should focus
on combatting three key malicious techniques: deepfake vishing, fabrication of private remarks, and
synthetic social botnets. They should consider how to address both narrowcast and broadcast attacks;
for the latter, the priority should be synthetic media that amplifies pre-existing narratives or crises.
While focusing on these interventions, it will be particularly important to situate them within a
diverse, multistakeholder effort. Countering synthetic media in the financial system will require new
technologies, institutional practices, and education in the financial sector and beyond.
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